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Investigational interpretation of concept of justice in modern 
scientific researches. Grounded, that expansion of list of elements which 
enable to identify the unicity of justice depending on a historical epoch to 
development of public relations, presentations, about the main ideas of the 
legal adjusting, is instrumental in the adequate understanding of the noted 
concept in pravozastosovniy practice.   
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Civilization processes and improvements of principles of 

adjusting of social relations characterize the modern stage of 
development of human society and justice a key place will take a seat 
in him. 

The phenomenon of justice finds his display in the different 
spheres of society : moral, social,  economic, mental and ethical еtc. It 
is explained by the necessity of balanced of interests of members of 
society and unefficiency of social mechanisms of realization of 
requirements of ideas of justice on the present stage of development of 
society and civilization. 

A primary role in perfection of basic principles of adjusting of 
social relations into concrete society is played by a justice as one of 
major values of policy, law and humanitarian directions of community 
development. In this context expediency of continual theoretical 
search of place, role, meaningfulness and practical models of 
realization of social justice in the vital functions of human society 
must be one of main directions of social philosophical research. 

The idea of justice historically developed differently, and 
modern public copulas of people, their co-operation come true taking 
into account vital interests of people of different cultures. 

As a result becomes the necessity of research of evolution of 
general conception of justice for the selection of peculiar to her criteria 
and understanding of this concept is a necessity in practice of 
application of right. 

Aim that was pursued at the study of this феномена consisted 
in the study of place of justice in a right. 
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Justice - one of basic principles of right, decides in certain him 
as a regulator of public relations, one of the common to all mankind 
measuring of right. 

In an absolute law the laws created by a man understand as 
conclusions, that on the draught of development of humanity of 
concept of justice was transformed depending on concrete derivatives 
from natural, such that are based on the last. 

The crisis phenomena in society are able will legalize the cult of 
force as an absolute value that determines social and legal status of 
man. 

The developed sense of justice is incompatible with psychology 
of winners and beaten, as she leans against principle of justice, 
principle that eliminates similar approach. Modern civilization lays on 
a substantial imprint not only on the state of social justice in society 
but also on behavior of every personality. 

The phenomenon of справедливости did not disappear, and 
only changed in relation to a concept that existed before and 
complemented by new maintenance, here kept in itself common to all 
mankind essence. A justice is the morally-legal phenomenon. Essence 
of justice can not be in a complete measure exposed in tearing away 
from legality, humanism. 

A justice shows up to activity of competent organs of the state, 
the acts of that must provide support of the world, order and general 
blessing. 

The phenomenon of justice is directly related to the ideas about 
a due. He is predefined by inalienable, inalienable human rights and 
envisages clear correlative accordance between the practical role of 
individual in life of society and him by social position, between rights 
and duties, act and repayment, labour and reward, crime and 
punishment, merits and public confession etc. 


